VIRTUAL
INTERACTIVE TEAM
EXPERIENCES for the
HOLIDAYS

LetsVidya.com

VIRTUAL EXPERIENCES

Basic Events (Minimum of 10 for each event)

Holiday Cocktail Mixology Class
$25 a person
1-hour
- Basic cocktail education
- Instruction to make 2 drinks
- All recipes will be sent to participants after the event
- Spirits, Mixers, and Bar Supplies can be included and shipped at an
additional per-person cost

Cooking Class
$30 a person
2-hours
- Taught by a professionally trained chef
- Participants will start with basic individual ingredients and make an
incredible meal together
- While preparing the meal, the chef will also teach participants basic
culinary skills
- Menu Options: Sushi, Risotto, Heavy Appetizers, and Desserts
- All recipes will be sent to participants after the event
- All of the ingredients can be sent fresh to the participants at an additional
per-person cost
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VIRTUAL EXPERIENCES

Basic Events (Minimum of 10 for each event)
Holiday Game Show
$30 a person
1-hour
- Participants will be randomly selected to play upfront games
- Games will be played in a separate video call so that the rest of the
participants can still talk, laugh, and engage socially
- The game being played will be live-streamed to the client’s platform
of choice
Pub Trivia Game
$10 a person
1-hour
- Fully customizable game of trivia
- Individual and team trivia
- Stock and custom questions
- Standard, survival, and predictive trivia games
Holiday Team Mystery Game
$15 a person (groups of more than 16 will be split into teams)
2-hours
- Someone has kidnapped Santa!
- Work as a team to solve the mystery
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VIRTUAL EXPERIENCES

Basic Events (Minimum of 10 for each event)

Live Music
$5,000 + the cost of the band
Professionally streamed and audio mixed concert

Virtual Gift Exchange (White Elephant)
$10 a person plus the cost of the gifts
1-hour
- A gift list will be created online ahead of the event
- Participants select a gift to exchange
- Gifts are shipped to recipients ahead of the event

Paint Night
$25 a person
2-hours
- Participants will create a piece of art together
- Paint kits can be included and shipped at an additional per-person cost
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VIRTUAL EXPERIENCES

Basic Events (Minimum of 10 for each event)
Wine Tasting
$25 a person + the cost of wine
1-hour
- Participants try 2-3 types of wine
- Learn about the origins of the wine and what makes it taste the way
it does
- Wine will be delivered (where legally possible) to participants ahead
of the event (at an additional per-person cost)
Beer Tasting
$20 a person + the cost of beer
1-hour
- Participants try 3-6 types of beer
- Learn about how they are made
- Learn what makes them taste the way they do
- Beer will be delivered (where legally possible) to participants ahead
of the event (at an additional per-person cost)
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Speakeasy Event Add-On
During the height of Prohibition, if your team wanted to gather for drinks after work they
would have to find the local speakeasy.
LetsVidya is ready to transport your team back to the 1920’s and give them the full
speakeasy experience virtually.
Every part of the event, from registration, to all of our communication, to actually logging
on and getting into the right room, is designed around being cryptic and secretive (in a fun
way).
The speakeasy add on is sure to take your team's experience to the next level.
> Just $500 (plus the combined cost of 2+ events)

VIRTUAL EXPERIENCES

Combined Event Discount
10% discount for combining multiple events to make a single
experience. (discount applies to the combined total)

What's Next?
Choose your event/s and date/time
Send us a list of employees
We will send everyone on the list an email with the link
for your event.
Participants will receive reminder emails prior to the
event, so no one will miss it!
Participants log on at the chosen day/time of the event
We make sure everyone has a great time!

Call James at 757-636-9952
to start planning your event TODAY!
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*Prices subject to change. Call for latest pricing.

